Abstract: This paper analyzes a generalized Stackelberg model of market competition with noisy observation. The current prevailing Stackelberg model and Cournot market are two extreme cases of this generalized Stackelberg model. In this generalized model, as the follower relies less on the inaccurate noisy observation and more on prior information and conjecture for his statistical inference and decision, the value of moving first and strategic commitment of the Stackelberg leader decreases and his profit lowers. On the other hand, the profit of the follower increases and the equilibrium moves towards the Cournot model and away from the Stackelberg model.
Introduction
This paper solves a sequential game with noisy observation and incomplete information. It is a market leadership game where the leader moves first by setting his output level. The follower then sets his output level after observing the output level of the leader. The average production cost of the leader decides his type. The follower does not know the type of the leader. The follower observes the output level of the leader inaccurately with a noise term.
The Stackelberg and Cournot models of market competition are standard economic textbook materials. The current economic literature treats them as two distinct models. The Stackelberg model is a sequential game, while the Cournot model is a simultaneous game. In the Stackelberg model, the market leader moves first by setting his output level; he sets the level of output that maximizes his profit given the reaction function of the second mover. The equilibrium solution is based on the follower's reaction function but not on the leader's reaction function. The profit of the market leader is higher than that of his in the Cournot model. The literature refers to this higher profit as the value of strategic commitment [1] . This paper shows that the two models are actually related: they are the two extreme cases of a more general model. That general model is the noisy observation Stackelberg model with incomplete information. There is noisy inaccurate observation on the output level of the market leader by the follower and the follower also does not know the type of the leader. When the follower relies totally upon the inaccurate observation for his statistical inference and decision, the game becomes the Stackelberg game. When the follower relies totally upon his prior information and conjectures for statistical inference and decision, the game becomes the Cournot game.
The literature on games with noisy observation started in 1995 with Bagwell's seminal paper on the Stackelberg game with noisy observation [2] . Since then there have been many papers studying the value of strategic pre-commitment and the relationship between the Stackelberg and Cournot games [3] [4] [5] . However, none of them propose a generalized model wherein the Stackelberg model and the Cournot model are extremes cases. Furthermore, they do not address the important issue of statistical decision theoretic foundation in making inference and decision when confronting noisy observation. This paper fills this gap by using the equilibrium concept and solution algorithm of Bayesian equilibrium by iterative conjectures [6] . Bayesian equilibrium by iterative conjectures requires the agent to make Bayesian statistical predictions and decisions, starting with first order non informative prior and keeps updating with Bayesian statistical decision theoretic reasoning and game theoretic reasoning until a convergence of conjectures is achieved.
Section two presents the generalized model. Section three studies the value of strategic pre-commitment. Section four concludes the paper.
The Model
There are two players: Firm 1, the market leader and Firm 2, the market follower. Firm 1 moves first by setting its output level. Firm 2 observes inaccurately the output level of Firm 1 due to a confounding noise term. Firm 2 forms iterative conjectures on the output level of Firm 1, starting with a first order uninformative prior predictive distribution function and keeps updating by Bayesian statistical decision theoretic and game theoretic reasoning until a convergence of conjectures is achieved and then sets its output level.
The structure of the game is common knowledge. The cost efficiency of Firm 1, which determines the type of Firm 1, is chosen by nature from a predetermined distribution function that is common knowledge. Once chosen, the type of Firm 1 is private knowledge. The type of Firm 2 is common knowledge. Firm 2 makes inference on both the type and action of Firm 1. The distribution function of the noise term that confounds the observation by the Firm 2 on the actual output level of Firm 1 is common knowledge. 
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Therefore, the fourth order prior conjecture is 1 1 ,
. At this point, the conjectures converge ( [6] for an earlier treatment).
At the Bayesian equilibrium by iterative conjectures, Firm 2 produces
and Firm 1 produces 
the question: which is more accurate, the information on action that is perfect or the information on type that is complete? Figure 1 . Indeterminacy in market leadership game
As the follower relies less upon the inaccurate observation and more upon the prior, the equilibrium moves away from the Stackelberg solution and tends towards the Cournot Using the Envelope theorem,
Conclusions
The value of first mover strategic pre-commitment and advantage depends critically on  , the weight given to noisy observation in statistical inference. For Bagwell (1995) , where there is observational noise but no incomplete information on type, 0   and statistical inference depends totally on prior information and absolutely not on the noisy observation. The noisy observation Stackelberg game therefore has a Cournot solution and there is no value of strategic pre-commitment. That causes the Bagwell (1995) paradox. If there is incomplete information on type, then there need not be the disappearance of the value of first mover commitment and advantage as  could be any value from zero to 1 and both the noisy observation and prior information affect statistical inference and decision [7] .
In summation, the relative sizes of the variance of the noise term and the variance of the prior distribution function of the type of Firm 1 decide the value of commitment and being the first mover.
